P2 Solutions is proud to offer Edge Security hardware and technology by Tempered Networks. Tempered Networks intelligently secures the Edge with the first purpose-built IIoT microsegmentation platform, based on their HIP architecture. Enterprises can achieve successful OT/IT network convergence and eliminate need for internal firewalls, edge switches, legacy VPNs, and easily control it all – without forklift upgrades and/or specialized skills.

- Provides Best-in-Class Availability and Resilience
- Enables Easier Network Management at Scale
- Delivers Unprecedented OT Cybersecurity
- Offers the Most Cost-Effective Hardware Consolidation for OT

THE CONDUCTOR - Intuitive Point-and-Click Segmentation

This software is a breakthrough in network administrative ease-of-use. The setup of complex permission structures can be done quickly, and permission policies managed through a visually intuitive interface.

- Automate rapid deployment and access with invites
- Give laptops, PCs, tablets, & smartphones a trusted and verifiable identity
- Integrate LDAP / Active Directory for automated overlay membership & communication policy

Speed, flexibility and peace-of-mind are affordable. P2 Solutions Group and Tempered Networks together are your answer for robust edge cybersecurity.

Give us a call and get the Edge.